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Symposium in Large Enrollment Course Redesign

1. Peter Magrath, NASULGC
2. Molly Broad, President, University of North Carolina
3. Gordon Davies
4. Michele Seidl, Pew
5. Richard Ekman, Mellon
6. Ann Ferren, Provost, Radnor University
7. Bill Plater, IUPUI
8. Charles Steger, Vice President for Development, Virginia Tech
9. Bob Hoover, President, U of Idaho
10. John Cahir, Vice Provost at Penn State

Knowledgeable about Redesign
1. Bill Graves
2. Bob Heterick
3. Carol Twigg
4. Carolyn Jarmon
5. Jack Wilson, physics
6. John Moore, chemistry
7. Lanny Arvan, economics
8. Anne Moore, math
9. Lillian McDermott, University of Washington Physics Professor whose educational research underlies many of the innovations today

CAN’T ATTEND
1. Bill Massy
2. Peg Miller
3. Buddy Karelis, FIPSE
4. Michael Baer, ACE
5. Ralph Edwards, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
6. Linda Thor, President, Rio Salado
7. Phillip R. Certain, Dean, College of Letters and Science, University of Wisconsin at Madison
8. Priscilla Laws (Dickinson College) in Physics
9. Nick Turro, Chair of Chem Eng. at Columbia, chair of the National Academy of Science/National Research Council study of IT in undergraduate education
10. Denise Denton (Univ of Washington) in Engineering
11. Uri Treisman, mathematics
12. Brad Moore, a chemist at UC Berkeley who chaired the NAS/NRC Committee on Undergraduate Education
13. Alice Agogino, Assoc. Dean, UC Berkley, is the national director of Project NEEDS, the national Engineering Education Delivery System
14. Lynn Steen (St Olaf College) in mathematics
15. Clyde Herreid (SUNY Buffalo) in biology
16. Charlie Reed, Chancellor, CSU
17. Larry R. Faulkner, President, University of Texas at Austin